Entrance Porte-cochere at left and adjacent pond at right
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Gatehouse marking entrance to The Ahwahnee
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Entrance Gatehouse
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Porte-cochere at Main Entrance
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The small pond across from the entrance
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Entrance Gatehouse
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Looking Northwest
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Kitchen and Utility Wing
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Looking North toward the granite cliffs of Yosemite Valley
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Looking northeast toward the cliffs
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North Elevation
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Outdoor Patio
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Looking Northwest. What looks like horizontal wood siding is actually concrete.
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Writing room interior. Note wildlife mural at upper left.
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The Great Lounge. Note Indian design stained glass windows.
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The Great Lounge
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Exit door with multi-light and stained glass windows above. Great Lounge
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Great Lounge interior
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Dining Room interior
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The Great Lounge
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Detail of dining room interior
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Alcove and Sweet Shop adjacent to registration desk
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Staircase and elevator lobby
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Enormous fireplace in the Great Lounge
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Game Room off the mezzanine
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California, or Gold Rush Room
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The Great Lounge
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Interior of bedroom of the Tressider Suite used by Queen Elizabeth in 1983
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Game Room off the mezzanine
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Meeting Room off the mezzanine
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Dining room interior
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Elevators and Elevator Lobby
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Registration desk and Indian-inspired floor design
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